
Response to Vexs Claim of Satanism In 
AWD. An analysis from an outsider 

Updated:With Vexs response 
 

First of all, I am not affiliated with Atomwaffen Division in any way, I have spoken to a 
few members for a few months, becoming friends with quite a lot of them. Late last night a 
document whose author is a Hispanic, Vex, that claimed that AWD was indeed a Satanic 
Organisation which only exists to infiltrate and destroy National Socialism. Let us take a journey 
and analyze what this spic has to say.  
 

“Rape, among others in AWD started to promote “Iron Gates”, a book for all intents and purposes,should be banned. It 
takes the reader on a journey of torture and gore porn. For example - first page, it describes how a baby is brutally murdered in front 
of his mother. This is REQUIRED READING to join AWD, Rape says verbatim “Iron Gates is a great read, that’s why I like it, and I 
find it to be very valuable.” It’s a great judge of character onto who the man Rape is when he finds the brutal murder of a child to be 
a “great read” and “very valuable”. Oddly - no one in AWD has any issue with this, mostly because they view the book as “just a 
meme bro”, I don’t see how torture and gore is a joke, but hey to each their own I guess. “ 
 

Lets first say something about Iron Gates, it's a book, a fiction one at that, and from what 
i've read, it's a damn good one. Its required reading because of the fact that it is disgusting, it is 
sick and depraved. It's a good tool for desensitizing people to the bad stuff in today's world, if 
you cannot read something bad without getting all pissy, then you cannot blow 
someone's head off, therefore you are useless to any revolutionary environment. 
 

Secondly, An individual person does not define an entire group, a person can hold their 
own beliefs while still being true to a group. If one person changes your view of something, you 
never knew anything about that something at all. 
 

Thirdly, Vex kills/tortures animals, so his argument of “I don’t see how torture and gore is a joke, 
but hey to each their own I guess. “ Isn't valid 
 
 
 
The next book that started getting circulated by AWD members is Liber 333 as a book that was supposed to “dehumanize” oneself. 
A quick look at it shows it to be some type of Satanic spellbook/grimoire. Liber 333 is also a ONA (Order of Nine Angels) book. In 
the book, it describes people called “Noctualians”, these Noctualians: “Second, the infiltration and manipulation of organizations and 
forms with Sinister potential. Aryanism, particularly the more religiously fanatical forms of it, such as Christian Identity are a good 
example. The manipulating Noctulian is to use these forms for their own Presencing of the Dark, as well as changing in subtle ways 
the followers of such forms to following a more Sinister direction. For example, in Identity, using knowledge of the Biblical doctrines 
and prophecies encourage war, hardship, and system disruption using the scriptures as guidance and proof of the message you are 
sending to adherents of the said form. Any form with a transhuman, system disruption, or satanic direction to it may be of use here. 
The key is finding a form that in itself is an aid to the Dialect and empowering it further, causing a saturation of Acasual Energy.” 

 
 

This is false, although the contents of the book are described pretty well.  

https://vkjehannum.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/liber-333.pdf


 
This, in layman terms, says that the Noctulian must and does infiltrate National Socialist groups for the pure goal of subverting it to 
more “sinister potential”. Sounds like a certain Jewish menace. This, however is not all. In the SiegeCulture website, under the 
Spirituality section in the library it shows some rather interesting books, such as Hostia Order of the Nine Angles, and The Devil's’ 
Notebook.Hostia, Order of the Nine Angles is an esoteric manuscript circulated among members of the Order of the Nine Angles. In 
the book it also describes some rather interesting things, such as: “"A Satanist, concerned with experience, may use a political form 
for a specific purpose - the nature of that form in terms of conventional politics and morality (such as 'extreme Right-wing') is 
irrelevant. What is important is whether it can be used to (a) provide experience of living and the limits of experience, and/or (b) aid 
the sinister dialectic of history. Thus a Satanist may become involved in, or set up, an organization of the extreme Right - this is 
dangerous, exciting, vitalizes, provides experiences 
 

Let's look at the Siegeculture website, most notably the Spirituality section of its library. 
We see a vast majority of texts for many religions here, The Gnostic Jung, The Unfettered Mind, 
Bhagavad Gita, and the Lightning and the Sun. The Devil's Notebook and Hostia are present 
here as well, but that's certainly not enough to draw any conclusions of Siegeculture being 
Satanic, as non-satanic works are featured as well. Nice try finding a connection though. I have 
read Hostia and The Devil's Notebook and both books present a little wisdom on things, just like 
books on Communist Guerilla Warfare gives knowledge that is usable.  
 
 
So, SiegeCulture, a website Rape - the de facto leader of AWD - has books on his website that speak about Satanism and how 
Satanists should infiltrate “extreme far right” groups for their ulterior motives. What even is the purpose of having those books on the 
website? Especially under the Spirituality section? They both deal with Satanism, one tells the reader to infiltrate National Socialist 
groups so they can manipulate it for their ulterior motives. The other was written by a fucking Jew and preaches Nihilism and 
Atheism, really helps Nazis find the correct religion, huh? Also, under the SiegeCulture library, is Iron Gates! The supposed “inside 
joke” of AtomWaffen members leaking out onto a supposed serious website makes me believe that either it’s not a joke, or it’s not a 
serious website.  
 
 
 

Read Above. 
 
 
 

Rape says that “Satanism is gay” and he doesn’t allow Satanists into AWD, which I find awfully confusing because Dante, a member 
of AWD, is a Order of the Nine Angles Satanist, and is in AWD. Proof:(following screenshots of him describing the doctrine of O9A 
to one of Vexs buttbuddies) So, we got Dante, a literal Order of Nine Angles Satanist, who’s “religion” promotes the concept of 
infiltrating National Socialist groups, and manipulating them. Dante, sadly, isn’t the only Satanist.  
 

He fails to address the other satanist he mentioned at the end, Dante seems to be the                 
only person, although it does prove the point that Rape was wrong about not letting satanists in                 
AWD, he fails to prove that AWD is a satanic organization.  
 
When questioned on this he said “it’s just a joke bro”, which I don’t see why you would crack jokes on what is supposed to be a 
serious account, but whatever, there’s more: 

 
You take everything too seriously Vex, he obviously is joking, he eats this shit up.  
 

 

https://www.siegeculture.com/library/


 

 
The fact he said “I don’t want to save our people.” Should be enough for people to no longer take AWD seriously and for Rape to be 
hung, but for some reason people don’t realize this. 

 
Our people can only be woken up by force, he doesn't see the point in using Movement                 

strategies such as running around in the street getting doxxed left and right by Antifa, it's                
useless and there are far more useful ways in doing so. You nitpick too much. Also, AWD is                  
leaderless, and once again, you fail to realize one person isn't the entire group.  

 
Oh and here’s Jason, a close friend, and respected member of AWD before he left talking about Rape and AWD as a whole:  

 
 

Jason didn't leave for that reason you stupid dickhead.  
 
 
 

Doesn’t end there either, here is a tweet from Rape depicting Charles Manson and some Satanic Symbolism for some fucking 
reason. Here’s another tweet, this one SiegeCulture retweeted. This one has an odd image, and if we go to Iron Gates author’s 
website, we can see they used the same image when talking about Noctulians.  
Here’s some more AWD shit that has Satanic Symbolism in it: 

 
 
Siegeculture and Atomwaffen are different entities. SC uses the aesthetics of Satanism, you             
wanna know why? Because it looks fucking sick, that's why they use Aesthetics from the               
Process Church of the Final Judgement. 

https://twitter.com/siegeculture_/status/913914277102223360
https://twitter.com/Tradfolksman/status/943676105185210368
https://bloodtempel.wordpress.com/2015/02/24/a-new-predatory-species-referred-to-as-noctulians/


 
Speaking of Communists, remember the Iron Gates author? Temple Blood? Well, they publish some pretty odd photos like this one 
where it shows them being Communists too! Odd  
 

Iron Gates was published with the Publisher's name being the author. You dont think Temple of 
Blood wrote the book do you? By the way, this picture looks awesome.  

 
 
 
 
 
Given all of this information - can you safely say these men are National Socialists? Men you would go to war with? Leave your 
children with? Men who enjoy reading about babies being murdered, men who are fond of Satanism and are more than likely 
Satanist infiltrators? Men who allow Strasserists into their ranks? I don’t consider these men as anymore than complete scum who 
are subverting the movement towards that of total nuclear holocaust rather than saving our Race so we can march towards Total 
Aryan Victory. Far too long has the movement been plagued by Sociopathic losers who can’t fathom what love is. Far too long have 
we allowed these scum into our ranks. No more. Zero Tolerance is what we meet these scum with. So, I urge you my brothers, to 
remove these men from you ranks and march forward to Total Aryan Victory with Zero Tolerance to those who don’t. 
 



Total Aryan Victory? You are literally a Hispanic, the only victory you will achieve is Guy Fieri 
visiting your taco Truck. The fact of the matter is, you have no idea what you are talking about. 

 
 



 


